NEW CELLIANT TECHNOLOGY IN BAREFOOT SCIENCE THERAPUTIC PLUS!
How it works:
1. Celliant’s proprietary mix of 13 thermo-reactive minerals is embedded into the core of
polyester fibres during the extrusion process.
2. These embedded minerals give any product developed with Celliant the ability to absorb and
re-emit the visible and infrared electromagnetic light energy emitted by the body.
3. These minerals then alter the wavelengths of this energy and reflect them back to the body,
even through multiple layers of fabrics, making it possible for the tissue to absorb it.
4. The energy that Celliant recycles back to the body triggers vasodilatation in the capillary bed
and makes more oxygen available to your cells. This results in more fuel for your body.
5. This natural, biological process improves circulation resulting in an average increase in tissue
oxygenation of 7%. The result: your body uses oxygen more efficiently.

Benefits:
• Celliant Responsive Fibres redirect natural, recycled energy back to the body, increasing

blood flow and oxygen levels in the tissue. This translates to faster recovery, as muscles
benefit from improved circulation to clear metabolic waste (lactic acid build-up). This helps
your cells perform at optimal levels. The result is superior muscle performance and faster
recovery to enhance the time you spend chasing your personal bests’.
• The energy that Celliant recycles back to the body triggers vasodilatation in the capillary bed
and makes more oxygen available to your cells. This results in more fuel for your body to
perform recovery and maintenance tasks while recharging.
• Low level of infrared light energy directed back into body can promote wound healing and
decrease chronic foot pain
• Proven in clinical tests to reduce pain, increase blood flow and blood oxygen levels, and help
balance body temperature. Each of these results can have added benefits including faster
healing, increased performance, better-quality sleep, and improved overall wellness – all of
which help alleviate the symptoms of arthritis and peripheral vascular disease often
associated with diabetes.

